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The Clearwell E-Discovery Platform is an enterprise-class e-discovery 
solution that enables enterprises, governments, and law firms to manage 
all of their legal, regulatory, and investigative matters with a single, 
easy-to-use application. Purpose-built to support the iterative workflows 
of e-discovery, Clearwell makes it easy for attorneys, litigation support 
professionals, and security teams to defensibly solve real-world 
challenges throughout the entire e-discovery lifecycle from identification 
and collection through review and production. 

Clearwell E-Discovery Platform®

Rated as a “Strong Positive” (highest rating) in  
Gartner’s 2008 and 2009 E-Discovery Market-
Scope Reports, Clearwell provides a single product 
for the identification, collection, processing, analysis, 
review, and production phases of e-discovery that 
dramatically reduces the cost, time, and complexity 
of e-discovery. Whether deployed within the cor-
poration or hosted by a Clearwell certified service 
provider, the Clearwell E-Discovery Platform:

1. Delivers forensically sound internal collection capa-
bilities that enable IT or Legal teams to easily identify 
and collect from all critical data sources

2. Accelerates document processing, allowing users 
to gain immediate visibility into case facts and 
estimate the size and cost of e-discovery

3. Brings a new level of transparency to e-discovery 
search, enabling a more collaborative and defen-
sible process

4. Delivers interactive analysis and culling capabili-
ties to prune large datasets to much smaller, more 
relevant ones

5. Offers a flexible end-to-end e-discovery workflow, 
from identification and collection to review and 
production, eliminating the costly movement of data 
across multiple, disparate tools 

6. Provides comprehensive case management, audit-
ing, and reporting capabilities, enabling users to 
monitor case progress in real-time across the entire 
e-discovery lifecycle

Clearwell E-Discovery Platform Features
The Clearwell E-Discovery Platform is available 
as an easy to administer physical or virtual appli-
ance that is up and running quickly with minimal IT 
resources. Since the product’s web-based interface 
is extremely intuitive and user-friendly, most attor-
neys, litigation support professionals, and IT security  
teams are productive immediately with minimal train-
ing. As an end-to-end e-discovery solution, it allows 
users to streamline their entire e-discovery process 
from identification and collection through production 
with a single platform. 

Clearwell E-Discovery Platform: 
Up and running quickly, Clearwell provides a single, 
integrated platform for end-to-end e-discovery, from 

identification through production. 
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3. SEARCH & ANALYSIS

Transparent Search: Enables a more defensible 
and collaborative e-discovery search process and 
enhances the ability to cull irrelevant information.

A. Search Preview:  Provides matching keyword 
variations prior to running a search. Users can 
selectively include relevant variations or exclude 
false positive variations.

B. Search Filters: Enables real-time search result filter-
ing for individual queries or variations and allows 
users to sample the filtered documents.

C. Search Report: Provides comprehensive reporting 
that documents all search criteria and provides 
detailed analytics of the results. 
 

1. IDENTIFICATION & COLLECTION 

Interactive Data Map:  Maintains an interactive 
catalog of data sources and custodians, providing 
visibility into accessibility of data prior to collection. 

Network Collector: Enables remote collection from 
50+ critical data source types over the network. 

On-Site Collector: Facilitates on-site collection from 
laptops, PCs, and files shares onto any standard 
USB drive or file share. 

Collection Scheduler: Schedules network collec-
tions to run once or on a recurring basis to collect 
new or modified data.  

Data Verification: Automatically verifies the integ-
rity of collected data before and after collection, 
ensuring each collection is forensically sound. 

Collection Analytics: Provides a visual summary of 
the volume and type of data by custodian, enabling 
analysis and verification of collected data. 

Collection History: Records collection details for 
every data source, including the volume of data col-
lected, and the time and status of the collection.

Collection Management Console: Centralizes all 
collection information into a single view, including 
file volumes, custodians, and detailed data sources.

2. PROCESSING 

Advanced Pre-Processing Filters: Enables users to 
interactively filter data by custodian, date, strong file 
type, and file size prior to processing. 

Pre-Processing Analytics: Visually summarizes 
overall document set characteristics and presents de-
tailed analysis by custodian, timeline, and file type.

Rapid Processing: High-performance architecture 
processes and analyzes documents at rates of up to 
1 TB per day.

Robust File Support: Processes and analyzes over 
400 different file types, including support for OCR 
of images containing text.  

Intelligent De-Duplication: Automatically de-du-
plicates data across multiple data stores and across 
the entire data set.

Multi-Language Support: Provides full Unicode 
compliance and enables automatic language identi-
fication of documents.
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Interactive Data Map: Provides an intuitive iTunes-like  
picker to identify, enterprise data sources and custodians prior to 
collection.

Pre-Processing Analytics:  Graphically depict data 
volume, file types, and time frames of collected data prior to 
processing.



Multi-Keyword Search: Runs up to 100 searches 
simultaneously and provides reporting to test effective-
ness of searches.

Advanced Search:  Construct advanced searches 
for multiple fields using Boolean, stemming, wildcard, 
fuzzy, and proximity searches.

Auto-Filters: Narrow search results using automat-
ically-generated clickable filters that provide exact 
document counts.

Hit-Highlighting: Highlights search terms in messag-
es, attachments, and files, allowing users to quickly 
find what they are looking for.

Discussion Threads: Links together all related mes-
sages into chronological threads that capture entire 
discussions, including all replies, forwards, and 
carbon copies. 

Topic Classification: Automatically organizes docu-
ments into specific topics, enabling users to quickly 
analyze all documents related to a particular subject.

People Analytics: Analyzes communications to 
generate a list of top custodians or monitor communi-
cations between regulated divisions.

Term Analytics: Leverages natural language algo-
rithms to uncover secret project names and code 
words that may be relevant to a case. 

4. Review 

Near-Native viewer: Displays documents in a near-
native format without requiring each application to be 
loaded on a reviewer’s workstation.

Persistent Hit Highlighting: Highlights search terms 
in messages, attachments, and files within the Near-
Native Viewer.

Redaction: Protects privileged, work product, and 
privacy information with reason codes and redaction 
verification. 

Auto-Redaction: Automatically finds and redacts 
keywords, phrases, and personal information, such as 
Social Security numbers. 

Find Similar: Finds and groups emails, attachments, 
and loose files with similar content to the document 
under review.  

Decision-Tree Tagging: Tags individual or sets of doc-
uments using a customizable multi-layer tree structure. 

Auto-Batching: Automatically allocates documents 
into review folders based on either a set number of 
folders or a set number of documents per folder.  

Review Folder Management: Monitors the comple-
tion of review sets and see which review folders are 
currently checked in or out by any reviewer.  

Review Workflow Template: Provides customizable 
tag and folder templates that encapsulate best prac-
tices from enterprises, governments, and law firms.

Related Documents: Identifies and displays related 
documents, such as those contained in discussion 
threads and attachments 

Auto-Resume:  Enables users to resume review or 
analysis with the exact document and screen settings 
displayed prior to logging off.

Review Progress Report: Shows document review 
progress for a case in an automatically generated 
graphical report. 

Reviewer Productivity Report: Shows the number 
of documents individual or groups of reviewers have 
tagged over a time period. 
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Near-Native Viewer: Provides immediate access to docu-
ments in near-native formats along with hit highlighting, enabling 
rapid review, tagging, and redaction.

Search Preview: Provides the list of keyword variations 
matching a query, allowing users to selectively include and 
exclude keyword variations.
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Reviewer Management: Enables easy managment 
of reviewer accounts, access control to tagging and 
production privileges, and audit of user actions. 

5. PRoduction

native and image-Based Production: Allows users 
to produce documents in native, TIFF, PDF, and mixed 
mode formats. 

Bates Stamping: Applies sequential numbering 
of documents with Bates Stamps as well as custom  
headers and footers.

document Export: Delivers capability to export data 
in EDRM XML, DAT, and CSV formats, improving 
interoperability and seamless transfer of electronic 
data to outside parties.  

Rolling Production: Enables batch productions at 
any point in the e-discovery process. 

Load File configurator:  Provides customizable load 
file creation during export, eliminating the need for 
custom transforms prior to ingestion into third-party 
review applications. 

To learn how Clearwell can deliver value to your  
organization, contact an e-discovery expert at:  
info@clearwellsystems.com, or call us at: 877.727.9909.

6. CASE MANAGEMENT & REPORTING

Case Analytics: Delivers summary reports to monitor 
case progress, ensuring that resources are properly al-
located and deadlines are met.

Lifecycle Reporting: Provides integrated dashboards 
and reporting for each stage in the e-discovery process 
from collection through production. 

Multi-Case Architecture: Provides 64-bit, distributed, 
case-based architecture that enables the management 
of hundreds of cases and thousands of users. 

Case Configuration: Allows case administrators to 
create cases, manage groups, topics, review sets, and 
decision tree tag structures using an intuitive, web-based 
interface. 

User Management: Enables case administrators to 
manage user accounts, including user name, password, 
and role.

Audit Trail and Activity Reporting: Tracks user actions 
such as login, logout, search, tag, print, and export, 
providing a full, reproducible audit trail.

iClearwell: Provides instant access to the Clearwell  
E-Discovery Platform from any iPhone® or iPad®.

Clearwell Benefits
The Clearwell E-Discovery Platform is the industry’s 
first solution that provides identification, collection, 
processing, analysis, review, and production capa-
bilities in a single product and delivers the following 
benefits:

•	 Easily collect data in a forensically sound manner
•	 Accelerate early case assessments from weeks  

to hours
•	 Cull-down data by up to 90%
•	 Increase review throughput and consistency
•	 Eliminate movement of data across multiple,  

disparate tools
•	 Improve defensibility of the e-discovery process

Lifecycle Reporting: Summarizes case status from col-
lection through production in a single dashboard, enabling 
unparalleled visibility into every stage of e-discovery.


